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Step 2: Get Ready to Write.
• Look back at the selection. List details that help
answer the question.
• Think about yourself. List thoughts or
experiences that help answer the question.
Work with the class to get ready to write an
answer to this question. Use Step 2.
1. How would you have felt if you had read the
two articles about Butch and Sundance’s escape?

Topic I would have felt excited and happy.
My Thoughts, Feelings, Experiences

Get ready to answer this question. Complete a
chart like the one above on a separate paper.
2. Connecting/Comparing Why do people like
reading about animals? Use details from Fugitives
on Four Legs, Dogzilla, and your experiences.
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Step 2: Get Ready to Write.
• Look back at the selection. List details that help
answer the question.
• Think about yourself. List thoughts or
experiences that help answer the question.
Work with the class to get ready to write an
answer to this question. Use Step 2.
1. How would you have felt if you had read the
two articles about Butch and Sundance’s escape?
Use the Think Aloud on Teacher’s Edition page 439A to model using Step
2 to complete this chart. Sample answers are shown.

Details from the Selection

My Thoughts, Feelings, Experiences

Butch and Sundance escaped
from a butcher.
London Daily Mail sent the
pigs to a sanctuary.

would have felt excited to learn that two
pigs ran away
I saw real pigs on a farm.
would have felt happy that the pigs went
to a sanctuary

Get ready to answer this question. Complete a
chart like the one above on a separate paper.
2. Connecting/Comparing Why do people like
reading about animals? Use details from Fugitives
on Four Legs, Dogzilla, and your experiences.
Sample answers:
• Topic: enjoy reading about animals because they do surprising things
• Details from Both Selections: Fugitives on Four Legs: The pigs ran away
from a butcher; on the run for a whole week. Dogzilla: The dog chews on
furniture, digs up things, and hates baths.
• My Thoughts, Feelings, Experiences: My pets can really be silly. My cat likes
to lick my toes. My dog chases moths.
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